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The Human Lives
Behind the Labels
The Global Swzeatshqp, Nike,
And the Race to the Bottom
BY BILL BIGELOW
The importance of making
visible the invisible, of looking
behind the masks presented by

4 ~~~~ x~~~~ .: ~ 4

everyday consumergoods,
became a central theme in
Mr Bigelo w ' first-time effort to

teach about the "global
sweatshop " and child labor in
poor countries. We invited the

Nike Corporation to respond
to this article, but itfailed

to do so.
. . . . . -- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......-... . . . . . . . . . . ........ ................................... ........ v A

BEGAN the lesson with a beat-up
soccer ball. The ball sat balanced
in a plastic container on a stool in
the middle of the circle of student

desks. "I'd like you to write a de
scription of this soccer ball," I told

my high school global studies

class. "Feel free to get up and look at it.
There is no right or wrong. Just describe
the ball however you'd like."

Looks of puzzlement and annoyance
greeted me. "It's just a soccer ball," some

one said. The students must have won
BILL BIGELOW (bbpdx@aol.com) is an
editor with Rethinking Schools and teaches at
Franklin High School in Portland, Ore. At his
students' request, some of the names used in
this article have been changed. Reprinted with
permissionffrom Rethinking Schools, vol. 11, no.

4 (Summer 1997). ?1997, Rethinking Schools,
Ltd., 1001 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53212;
A small boy sleeps, sitting atop a stool where he helps his family make soft

ph. 4141964-9646.

balls in the Honduran village of Cholomo.
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Each page a victory.
At whose expense the victory ball?
Every ten years a great man.

dered what this had to do with global stud
ies. "I'm not asking for an essay," I said,
"just a paragraph or two."

Who paid the piper?

As I had anticipated, their accounts
were straightforward - accurate if unin
spired. Few students accepted the offer to

"Keeping Brecht's questions in mind,"
I
said
after reading the poem, "I want you
examine the ball up close. A soccer ball
to
re-see
this soccer ball. If you like, you
is a soccer ball is a soccer ball. They sat
can
write
from the point of view of the
and wrote. Afterward, a few of them read
ball,
you
can
ask the ball questions, but I
their descriptions aloud. Brian's is typi
want you to look at it deeply. What did we
cal:
miss the first time around? It's not 'just a
The ball is a sphere which has white
hexagons and black pentagons. The black
pentagons contain red stars, sloppily out

lined in silver.... One of the hexagons
contains a green rabbit wearing a soc
cer uniform with "Euro 88" written par
allel to the rabbit's body. This hexagon
seems to be cracking. Another hexagon
has the number 32 in green standing for
the number of patches that the ball con

tains.

working conditions in poor countries they drew a line beneath their original de
scriptions and began again.
Versions one and two were like night
and day. With Brecht's prompting, Pakistan

as the country of origin became more im
portant. Tim wrote in part: "Who built this

soccer ball? The ball answers with Paki

But something was missing. There was
a deeper social reality associated with this

ball - a reality that advertising and the
consumption-oriented rhythms of U.S.
daily life discouraged these students from
considering. "Made in Pakistan" was sten
ciled in small print on the ball, but very
few students thought that fact significant
enough to include in their descriptions.
However, these three tiny words offered
the most important clue to the human lives

hidden in "just a soccer ball" - a clue to
the invisible Pakistanis whose hands had
crafted the ball sitting in the middle of the

classroom.

I distributed and read aloud the Bertolt
Brecht poem "A Worker Reads History,"
included in Rethinking Our Classrooms
(Rethinking Schools, 1994, p. 91), as a tool
to pry behind the soccer-ball-as-thing:
Who built the seven gates of Thebes?
The books are filled with names of

kings.

Was it kings who hauled the craggy

blocks of stone? ...

stan. There are no real names, just labels.
Where did the real people go after it was

made?" Nicole also posed questions: "If
this ball could talk, what kinds of things
would it be able to tell you? It would tell
you about the lives of the people who made
it in Pakistan.... But if it could talk, would
you listen?" Maisha played with its colors

and with the "32" stamped on the ball:
"Who painted the entrapped black, the
brilliant bloody red, and the shimmering
silver? Was it made for the existence of a
family of 32?" And Sarah imagined her
self as the soccer ball worker: "I sew to
gether these shapes of leather. I stab my
finger with my needle. I feel a small pain,
but nothing much, because my fingers are
so callused. Every day I sew these soccer
balls together for five cents, but I've never

once had a chance to play soccer with my
friends. I sew and sew all day long to have
these balls shipped to another place where
they represent fun. Here, they represent
the hard work of everyday life." When stu
dents began to consider the human lives be
hind the ball-as-object, their writing also

came alive.

In the evening when the Chinese wall

was finished
Where did the masons go? Imperial

Rome

Is full of arcs of triumph. Who reared

them up? .. .
Young Alexander conquered India.
He alone? Caesar beat the Gauls.
Was there not even a cook in his

ary? . ..

soccer ball."' With not much more than
these words for guidance - although the
students did have some familiarity with

Geoffrey, an aspiring actor, singer, and
writer, wrote his second version as a con
versation between himself and the ball.

"So who was he?" I asked.
"A young boy, Wacim, I think'" it

seemed to reply.
I got up to take a closer look. Even
though the soccer ball looked old and
its hexagons and other geometric pat
terns were cracked, the sturdy and in

tricate stitching still held together.

"What that child must've gone

through," I said.

"His father was killed, and his

mother was working. Wacim died so
young.... It's just too hard. I can't con
tain these memories any longer." The
soccer ball let out a cry and leaked his
air out and lay there, crumpled on the
stool. Like his master, lying on the floor,

uncared for, and somehow overlooked
and forgotten."

Students had begun to imagine the hu
manity inside the ball; their pieces were
vivid and curious. The importance of mak
ing visible the invisible, of looking behind
the masks presented by everyday consum
er goods, became a central theme in my
first-time effort to teach about the "glo

bal sweatshop" and child labor in poor
countries. (I did an abbreviated version of
this unit with my U.S. history classes, and
some of the student writing reported here

was produced in those classes.)

Teaching About the

Global Sweatshop

The soccer ball writing assignment was

a spur-of-the-moment classroom intro
duction to Sydney Schanberg's June 1996

article in Life magazine, "Six Cents an
Hour." Schanberg, best known for his in
vestigative reporting on Cambodia's "kill
ing fields" for the New York Times, had

traveled to Pakistan and posed as a soc
cer ball exporter. There, for $150 to $180,
he was offered children who would labor
for him as virtual slaves. As Schanberg re
ports, in Pakistan, children as young as 6
are "sold and resold like furniture, brand
ed, beaten, blinded as punishment for want
ing to go home, rendered speechless by
the trauma of their enslavement." For pen
nies an hour, these children work in dank
sheds, stitching soccer balls with the fa

miliar Nike swoosh and logos of other
transnational athletic equipment compa

nies.

Nike spokesperson Donna Gibbs de

fended her company's failure to eliminate
child labor in the manufacture of soccer
balls: "It's an ages-old practice," she was

quoted as saying in Schanberg's article,
"and the process of change is going to take
time." But as Max White, an activist with
the "Justice. Do It NIKE !" coalition, said

when he visited my global studies class
last month, "Nike knew exactly what it was
doing when it went to Pakistan. That's why
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they located there. They went because they but a zero tax rate won 100 points. (There

knew child labor was an 'ages-old prac were penalty points for "racing to the bot

tice."'

My initial impulse had been to teach a
unit on child labor. I thought that my stu

dents would empathize with young peo
ple around the globe whose play and ed
ucation had been forcibly replaced with
the drudgery of repetitive work - and that

the unit would engage them in thinking
about inequities in the global division of
labor. Perhaps it might provoke them to
take action on behalf of child workers in

poor countries.

But I was also concerned that we

shouldn't reduce the growing inequalities
between rich and poor countries to the is

sue of child labor. Child labor could be
entirely eliminated, and that would not af
fect the miserably low wages paid to adult

workers, the repression of trade unions
and democratic movements, the increas
ing environmental degradation, and the
resulting Third World squalor sanitized
by such terms as "globalization" and "free

trade." Child labor is one spoke on the
wheel of global capitalism, and I wanted
to present students with a broader frame
work within which to reflect on its here
and-now dynamics. What I share here is
a sketch of my unit's first draft and an in
vitation to reflect on how best to engage
students in these issues.

The Transnational

Capital Auction

It seemed to me that the central meta
phor for economic globalization was the
auction: governments - in competition
with one another - beckoning transna
tional corporations to come hither by es
tablishing attractive investment climates

tom" too quickly and thereby risking pop
ular rebellion and "instability," in the cor

porate lexicon.)
In my role as Capital, I egged them on:
"Come on, Group 3, you think I'm going
to locate in your country with a ridiculous
minimum wage like $5 an hour? I might
as well locate in the United States. Next
round, let's not see any more sorry bids
like that one." A bit crass, but then so is
the real-world downward spiral that the

auction simulates.
At the game's end, every country's bids
hovered near the bottom: no corporate tax
es, no child labor laws, no environmental
regulations, minimum wage rates of pen
nies an hour, union organizers jailed, and
the military used to crush strikes. As I had
anticipated, students had breathed life in

to the expressions "downward leveling"
and "race to the bottom." In the frenzied
competition of the auction, they had cre
ated some pretty nasty conditions because
the game rewarded those who lost sight

of the human and environmental conse
quences of their actions.

U.S. Council of Economic Advisers
Many courses on global issues are struc
tured as "area studies," with units focus
ing on South America, sub-Saharan Afri
ca, or the Middle East. There are obvious
advantages to this region-by-region organ
ization, but I worried that, if I organized
my global studies curriculum in this way,
students might miss how countries oceans
apart, such as Indonesia and Haiti, are af
fected by the same economic processes.
I wanted students to see globalization as,
well, global. I wanted them to see that there

are myriad and far-flung runners compet
ing in the race to the bottom.

This auction among poor countries to
attract Capital was the essential context
my students needed in order to recognize

patterns in such seemingly diverse phe
nomena as child labor and increased im
migration to the world's so-called devel
oped nations. However, I worried that the
simulation might be too convincing, that
corporate power might be depicted as too
overwhelming. The auction metaphor was

accurate but inexorable: students could
conclude that, if transnational Capital is
as effective an "auctioneer" as I was in the

I then asked them to step back from the

simulation, then the situation for poor coun

activity and to write about the kind of

tries must be hopeless.
In the follow-up writing assignment, I

place their country would become should
transnational Capital decide to accept their
bids and locate there. I also wanted them
to reflect on the glib premise, which un
derlies so much contemporary economic
discussion, that foreign investment in poor
countries is automatically a good thing.
Finally, I hoped that they would consider
the impact that the race to the bottom has
on their own lives, especially their future

also asked what, if anything, people in
these countries could do to stop the race
to the bottom, the "downward leveling."
By and large, students' responses weren't
as bleak as I had feared. Kara wrote: "May
be if all the countries come together and
raise the standard of living or become 'Cap
ital unfriendly' then Capital would have no
choice but to take what they receive. Al

work prospects. (That week's Oregonian

though it wouldn't be easy, it would be

carried articles about the Pendleton Com
pany's decision to relocate much of its pro

dramatically better." Adrian suggested that

(e.g., by maintaining low-wage/weak-union

duction from Oregon to Mexico.) I gave

havens and not pressing environmental
concerns). So I wrote what I called "The
Transnational Capital Auction: A Game

wrote:

against downward leveling and stand firm
to let Capital know that they won't go for

of Survival." I divided students into seven
different "countries," each of which would
compete with all the others to accumulate

"friendly-to-Capital points" - the more
points earned, the more likely Capital
would locate in that country. I played the

role of Capital.

In five silent auction rounds, each group

submitted bids for minimum wage, child
labor laws, environmental regulations, con
ditions for worker organizing, and corpo
rate tax rates. For example, a corporate tax
rate of 75% won no points for the round,

them several quotes to reflect on as they
* "It is not that foreigners are stealing

our jobs; it is that we are all facing one
another's competition." - William Bau
mol, Princeton University economist
* "Downward leveling is like a cancer
that is destroying its host organism - the

earth and its people. -Jeremy Brecher
and Tim Costello, authors of Global Vil
lage or Global Pillage
* "Globalization has depressed the wage
growth of low-wage workers [in the U.S.].
It's been a reason for the increasing wage

gap between high-wage and low-wage
workers." -Laura Tyson, former chair,

"people could go on an area-wide strike

it." And Matt wrote simply, "revolt, strike."

Tessa proposed that people here could
"boycott products made in countries or by
companies that exploit workers."
But others were less hopeful. Lisa wrote,

"I can't see where there is much the peo
ple in poor countries can do to stop this
'race to the bottom.' If the people refuse
to work under those conditions, the com
panies will go elsewhere. The people have
so little and could starve if they didn't ac
cept the conditions they have to work un
der." Sara wrote, "I don't think a country

can get themselves out of this because
companies aren't generous enough to help
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them because they wouldn't get anything

"Resources," pages 116-17.)

out of it."
What I should have done is obvious to

I indicated above that the advantage of
this curricular globe-trotting was that stu

me now. After discussing their thoughts
on the auction, I should have brought the
students back together in groups and start
ed the auction all over again. Having con

sidered various alternative responses to
the downward spiral of economic and en
vironmental conditions, the students could
have practiced organizing with one anoth

9lany materiafs

hafa narrow
victim orientation.

er instead of competing against one an
other. They could have tested the poten
tial for building solidarity across borders.

At the very least, replaying the auction
would have suggested that people in Third
World countries aren't purely victims; there

ber of white people. Cheaper products are
often from places with other races than

white." People in countries with concen
trations of people of color "tend to be

bal clothes hunt." I asked students to find

poorer so they work for less."
We had spent the early part of the year
studying European colonialism, and some
students noticed that many of the manu
facturing countries were former colonies.
I wanted the students to see that every
time they put on clothes or kick a soccer
ball they are making a connection, if a hid

at least 10 items of clothing or toys at

den one, with people around the world -

home - anything from T-shirts, pants,
skirts, dress shirts, and shoes to Barbie

dolls, baseballs, and soccer balls. I asked

especially in Third World countries. And
I wanted them to see that these connec
tions are rooted in historic patterns of glo

them to list each item and the country of

bal inequality.

are possible routes for action, albeit enor
mously difficult ones.

T-shirts, Barbie Dolls,

And Baseballs

We followed the auction with a "glo

manufacture. In addition, I wanted them
to attach geographic location to the place

From here on, I saturated the students
with articles and videos that explored the

names, some of which many students had
never heard of (e.g., Sri Lanka, Macao, El

working conditions and life choices con

Salvador, and Bangladesh). In class they
made collages of drawings or magazine
clippings of the objects they'd found, and,
with the assistance of an atlas, they drew
lines on a world map connecting these im
ages with the countries where the items

were produced.
We posted their collage/maps around

the classroom, and I asked the students to
wander around looking at these to search
for patterns of which kinds of goods were

the peculiar conditions in each country
that we touched on. And I'm afraid that,
after a time, people in different societies
began to appear as generic global victims.
This was not entirely the fault of my de
cision to bounce from country to country;
it was also a reflection of the narrow vic
tim orientation of many of the materials

available.

I was not fully aware of the limits of
these resources until I previewed a 25-min
ute video produced by Global Exchange,

Indonesia: Islands on Fire. One segment
features Sadisah, an Indonesian ex-Nike
worker, who, with dignity and defiance,
describes conditions for workers there and
what she wants done about them. I found
her presence, however brief, a stark con
trast to most of the videos I had shown in
class, which feature the voices of white
commentators and present Third World
workers as objects of sympathy. Although
students generated excellent writing dur

cluded Mickey Mouse Goes to Haiti, a

workers' victimization.

video critiquing Disney's exploitation of
workers in Haiti's garment industry (work
ers there, mostly women, make 28 cents
an hour; Disney claims it can't afford the
58 cents an hour workers say they could
live on); a CBS "48 Hours" expose of con
ditions for women workers in Nike fac
tories in Vietnam, reported by Roberta

Baskin; several Bob Herbert "In Ameri

to be produced in Taiwan and Korea; that

"Boot Camp at the Shoe Factory Where
Taiwanese Bosses Drill Chinese Workers

tens, were manufactured in Great Britain or

graphic region. The disadvantage was that
students didn't get much appreciation for

ing the unit, much of it tended to miss the
humor and determination suggested in the
Islands on Fire video and concentrated on

ca" columns from the New York Times; a
3 November 1996 Washington Post article,

Italy; that athletic shoes were made most
ly in Indonesia or China. On their "find
ing patterns" write-up, just about every
one commented that China was the coun
try that appeared most frequently on peo
ple's lists. A few kids noted that most of
the people in the manufacturing countries

tional corporate investment, child labor,

worker exploitation, poverty, and so on
were not isolated in one particular geo

fronting workers in poor countries. Some
of the resources I found most helpful in

produced in which kinds of countries. Some
students noticed that electronic toys tended

more expensive shoes, such as Doc Mar

dents could see that issues of transna

to Make Sneakers for American Joggers,"
by Anita Chan; Tomorrow We Will Finish,

a UNICEF-produced video about the an
guish and solidarity of girls forced into
the rug-weaving industry in Nepal and In

were not white. As Sandee wrote, "The

dia; and an invaluable collection of arti
cles, A Nike Production Primer, collect
ed by "Justice. Do It NIKE!" - a coali
tion of Oregon labor, peace, and justice

more expensive products seem to be man
ufactured in countries with a higher num

groups. (Many of the articles listed here
can be found on Web sites mentioned in

Critique Without Caricature
Two concerns flirted uncomfortably
throughout the unit. On the one hand, I
had no desire to feign neutrality -to hide
my conviction that people here need to care
about and to act in solidarity with work
ers around the world in their struggles for
better lives. To pretend that I was a mere

dispenser of information would be dis
honest, but worse, it would imply that be
ing a spectator is an ethical response to
injustice. It would model a stance of moral
apathy. I wanted students to know that
these issues were important to me, that I
cared enough to do something about them.
On the other hand, I never want my so
cial concerns to suffocate student inquiry
or to prevent students from thoughtfully

considering opposing views. I wanted to
present the positions of transnational cor
porations critically, but without caricature.

Here, too, it might have been useful
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to focus on one country in order for stu the company might send me a video that
dents to evaluate such corporate claims as would allow students to glean the corpo
"Nike's production can help build thriv rate perspective. No luck. Nike sent me a
ing economies in developing nations." I public relations packet of speeches by CEO
had considered writing a role play about Philip Knight and the corporate "Code of
foreign investment in Indonesia, with roles Conduct," but the company stopped return
for Nike management as well as for Ko ing my phone calls requesting a speaker.
rean and Taiwanese subcontractors. (Nike
I copied the Nike materials for my stu
itself owns none of its production facili dents, and they read with special care the

ties in poor countries.) This would have Nike Code of Conduct and did a "loop

provoked a classroom debate on corporate hole search" discovering, among other
statements, during which students could things, that Nike promises to abide by lo
have assessed how terms like "thriving cal minimum wage laws but never prom
economies" may have different meanings ises to pay a living wage; the company al
for different social groups.
so promises to obey "local environmental
Instead, I tried in vain to get a spokes regulations" without acknowledging how
person from Nike, in nearby Beaverton, inadequate these often are. Having raced
to address the class; I hoped that at least themselves to the bottom in the Transna

tional Capital Auction, students were es
pecially alert to the frequent appearance
of the term "local government regulations"
in the Nike materials. Each mention might

as well have carried a sticker reading
"Weasel Words."
I reminded students of our soccer ball
exercise, of how we had missed the human
ity in the object until we read Brecht's po
em. I asked them to write a "work poem"
that captured some aspect of the human
lives connected to the products we use every
day. They could draw on any situation, prod
uct, individual, or relationship we had en
countered in the unit. As prompts, I gave
them other work poems that my students
had produced over the years. Students brain
stormed ways they might complete the as

Global Sweatshop Resources
Readers, Articles, and Curricula sey Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 20001
2079; e-mail, iadaft@aol.com. The cost

A Nike Production Primer, by "Jus is $1. This collection includes a number
tice. Do it NIKE!" P.O. Box 219231, of articles that could be useful for stu
Portland, OR 97225; ph. 503/292-8168; dents, including "Child Labor in Paki
e-mail. maxw@rain.com. (A contribu stan," by Jonathan Silvers, and "Six Cents
tion of $10 is requested, which includes an Hour," by Sydney Schanberg. (Also
ask for "Children Without Childhoods,"
postage.) This is a collection of articles
on Nike. I found it an invaluable resource, a nine-page supplement.)
both for my own background knowledge
and for articles I used with students. It in
cludes several excellent Netvi York Timnes
articles by Bob Herbert; Sydney Schan
berg's "Six Cents an Hour"; Nike's "Code
of Conduct"; Cynthia Enloe's Ms. maga

zine article, "The Globetrotting Sneak
er"; and lots more. It also includes ad
dresses of individuals to whom students

can write.
Global Village or Global Pillage: Eco
nomiic Reconstruction from the Bottom
Up, by Jeremy Brecher and Tim Costel
lo; available from South End Press, 116

Saint Botolph St., Boston, MA 02115;

Web site: http://www.lbbs.org/sep/sep.
htm; 237 pp.; $14. This volume provides
a helpful wider framework to consider
the "race to the bottom," but it also fo
cuses on grassroots responses worldwide.
1 used the book as a source of examples
and quotes to share with students.

Child Labor: A Selection of Mcateri
als on Childreni in the Worklplaice, by the

American Federation of Teachers, In
ternational Affairs Dept., 555 New Jer

"It's the Global Economy, Stupid: The
Corporatization of the World," special is
sue of The Nation, 15/22 July 1996. This
special issue includes short articles that
provide a broader context for thinking
about the global sweatshop and child labor.

Videos
Mickey Mouse Goes to Haiti, by the
National Labor Committee, 275 Seventh
Ave., 15th Fl., NewYork, NY 10001; ph.

212/242-3002. Approximately 20 min
utes. This video depicts working and liv
ing conditions of Disney workers in Haiti
and responds effectively to the argument
that it's okay to pay workers in poor coun
tries less because it costs less to live. (The

National Labor Committee also distrib
utes Zoned for Slavery, which focuses
on conditions of GAP sweatshop work
ers in Central America; I have not seen
this tape, but it has received excellent re
views from other teachers. It includes
extensive interviews with young work
ers and family members who describe

the irnpact sweatshop labor has on their

lives.)

Tomorrow We Will Finish, by UNICEF,

distributed by Maryknoll World Produc
tions; ph. 800/227-8523. Twenty-six min

utes. More than 150,000 girls between
the ages of 5 and 16 toil in 2,000 carpet
factories in Nepal. This is the story of
Suri and her friends. My students found

it compelling, in large part because it
concentrates on telling just one girl's
story.

"48 Hours" segment (CBS), "Nike in
Vietnam," first aired 17 October 1996,

available from CBS News; ph. 800/338

4847; $29.95 plus shipping. Approxi
mately 20 minutes. This tape focuses on
an incident in a Nike factory in Vietnam
in which a Korean supervisor beat women

- who make just 20 cents an hour - on
the neck and head with a shoe. Roberta
Baskin talks with Vietnamese women and

Nike public relations people and paints
a stark contrast between exploited work
ers and willfully ignorant company of

ficials.

"Dateline NBC" segment, 'Toy Story,"
first aired 17 December 1996, not com

mercially available. Approximately 25
minutes. This segment examines child
labor in Indonesia and China. Reporter
Stone Phillips poses as a U.S. toy manu
facturer and "auctions" his toy business
to the subcontractors who can produce
items most cheaply.
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signment: from the point of view of one
of the objects produced or of one of the
workers; a dialogue poem from the point
of view of worker and owner or worker
and consumer; a letter to one of the prod
ucts or to one of the owners. Cameron Rob

inson's poem, below, expressed the es

sence of what I was driving at with the as

signment.

an over-worked girl makes it.

A child receives a teddy bear,
Made in China has no meaning.
The words "hand made" are printed,
whose hands were used to make

them?

A six year old in America starts his
first day of school,
A six year old in Pakistan starts his

Masks

Michael Jordan soars through the air,
on shoes of un-paid labor.

first day of work.

They want us to see the ball,
not to see the millions of ball stitch

A boy kicks a soccer ball,
the bloody hands are forgotten.

An excited girl combs the hair of her

Barbie,

ers.

The world is full of many masks,
the hard part is seeing beneath them.

Indonesia: Islands on Fire, by Glo
bal Exchange, 2017 Mission St., Rm.

worldwide. While preparing these re

800/497-1994; Web site: http:H/www.
globalexchange.org. Approximately 25

sources, I spoke with Maggie Poe, who
has worked extensively with students and
is very knowledgeable about potential

303, San Francisco, CA 94110; ph.

minutes. Because this video focuses

mostly on repression in Indonesia and
includes just a brief section on the role
of transnationals, such as Nike, it would

be useful only if a teacher decided to
concentrate on Indonesia as an example

of the social consequences of invest
ment choices. But that is also the video's
strength: it locates sweatshop practices
in the context of a particular society.

Organizations/Web Pages
Campaign for Labor Rights, 1247 E
St. S.E., Washington, DC 20003; e-mail:
clr@igc.apc.org; Web site: http//www.
compugraph.com/clr. This organization
publishes a useful newsletter ($35 a year)

filled with audiovisual resources, fact
sheets, and updates on campaigns to sup
port workers organizing around the world.

CLR also distributes via e-mail updates
on Nike and other CLR campaigns. Its
Web page is excellent and includes lots
of links to other resources, as well as a
new "Teaching Ideas" page.
National Labor Committee, 275 Sev

enth Ave., 15th Fl., New York, NY
10001; ph. 212/242-3002. The NLC is

one of the most prominent groups work

ing to expose and eliminate sweatshops

classroom materials.
Nike Boycott Homepage, http://www.
saigon.com/-nike/. At this Web site, I
found several of the articles that I used
with students. Also available here is the
recent report by Thuyen Nguyen of the
Vietnam Labor Watch about conditions
at Nike factories.

Global Exchange, 2017 Mission St.,
Rm. 303, San Francisco, CA 94110; ph.
800/497-1994; Web site: http://www.
globalexchange.org. Global Exchange
is engaged in a host of global "people
to-people" projects, including leading
"reality tours" to Third World countries,

managing "fair trade" stores, and pub
lishing resources on global justice is
sues. Membership is $35; the quarterly
newsletter is free.

The Network of Educators on the

Americas (NECA), P.O. Box 73038,

Washington, DC 20056-3038; ph. 202/

238-2379; e-mail: necadc@aol.com;

Web site: http://www.cldc.howard.edu/
-neca/. NECA distributes classroom ma
terials that exhibit a critical perspective

on global issues. Call, write, or e-mail
for NECA's excellent (and free) catalog,

Teaching for Change.

As we read our pieces aloud (I wrote
one, too), I asked the students to record
lines or images that they found particu
larly striking and to note themes that re
curred. They also gave positive feedback

to one another after each person read.
Sandee wrote: "I liked the line in Maisha's
paper that said, 'My life left me the day I

stitched the first stitch. . . .' I like An
toinette's paper because of the voice. It
showed more than just pain, it also re
flected a dream" an ironic dream of a
sweatshop worker who wants to flee her
country for the "freedom" of the United
States. Dirk had written a harshly word
ed piece from the point of view of a work

er for a transnational company; it drew
comments from just about everyone. Eliz

Washington, DC 20001-2797; Web site:
http://www.labornet.org/jwj/. Jobs with

Justice is a national labor, communi

ty, and religious coalition organized to
fight for the rights of working people.
Throughout the country JwJ has coordi
nated solidarity efforts for workers here
and abroad. The Web site lists local JwJ

chapters.
Sweatshop Watch, 720 Market St.,
Suite 500, San Francisco, CA 94102;
ph. 415/391-1655; $20/year. Sweatshop
Watch is a coalition of unions, commu
nity groups, and legal advocates, focus
ing especially on donmestic sweatshop is
sues. It publishes a newsletter quarterly.
UNITE! Union of Needletrades, Indus
trial, and Textile Employees, 1710 Broad
way, New York, NY 10019-5299; ph. 212/

265-7000. UNITE! is involved in fight
ing sweatshops abroad and in the U.S.

NIKE, Inc., Consumer Affairs Divi
sion; ph. 800/344-6453. There is an auto
matic fax line (when the system answers,
press 1, then press 3), and Nike will fax
you an annual report and company his

tory (Document #650) and Nike manu
facturing policies (Document #500).

Nike: Fair Play?, a Web site located
at http:Hlwww.xs4all.nl/-ccc/nike.htm.
Based in the Netherlands, this Web site
includes many articles about conditions
at Nike plants and about recent strikes
in Indonesia and Vietnam.

Jobs with Justice, 501 Third St. N.W.,

- Bill Bigelow
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abeth appreciated it because "he used real old Nike shoe and painstakingly construct
language to express the feelings of the ed a wooden house snuggled inside, com
workers. As he put it, I doubt that the on plete with painted shingles and stairway.
ly thing going through their minds is 'I He accompanied it with a poem that reads
hate this job."'
in part:

As a whole the writings were a lot

angrier than they were hopeful. If I had
missed it in their work poems, this came

across loud and clear in students' "com
mon themes" remarks. As Jessica wrote,
"One of the things I noticed was that none
of the [papers] had a solution to the situ

ation they were writing about." Maisha
agreed: "Each paper only showed animos

ity...."

I expected the unit to generate anger,
but I hoped to push beyond it. From the
very beginning, I told students that it was

not my intention merely to expose the
world's abuse and exploitation. A broad
er aim was to make a positive difference.
For their final project, I wanted students
to do something with their knowledge. I
wanted to give them the opportunity to act

on behalf of the invisible others whose

There is a young girl
who lives in a shoe.
Phil Knight makes six million
she makes just two.

When Nike says "just do it"

she springs to her feet,
stringing her needle
and stitching their sneaks.
With Nike on the tongue,
The swoosh on the side,
the sole to the bottom,

she's done for the night....

When will it stop?
When will it end?
Must I, she says,
toil for Nike again?

The "sculpture" and poem have been

displayed in my classroom and have

lives are intertwined in so many ways with

sparked curiosity and discussion in other

their own. I wasn't trying to push a par
ticular organization or even a particular
form of "action." I wanted them simply to
feel some social efficacy, to sense that no
matter how overwhelming a global injus
tice, there is always something to be done.

classes. But Jonathan also hopes to have

The assignment sheet (see "Child La
bor/Global Sweatshop: Making a Differ
ence Project," page 119) required stu
dents to take their learning "outside the

walls of the classroom and into the real
world." They could write letters to Philip
Knight, to Michael Jordan, or to President

Clinton. They could write news articles
or design presentations to other classes. I
didn't want them to urge a particular po
sition if they didn't feel comfortable with
that kind of advocacy, so in a letter they
might simply ask questions of an individ

ual.

They responded with an explosion of
creativity: three groups of students de
signed presentations for elementary school
children or for other classes at Franklin;
one student wrote an article on child labor
to submit to the Franklin Post, the school
newspaper; four students wrote to Philip
Knight, two wrote to Michael Jordan, and
one each wrote to the Disney Company,

President Clinton, and Max White, a lo
cal activist.
Jonathan Parker borrowed an idea from
an editorial cartoon included in the "Jus

tice. Do It NIKE!" reader. He found an

it featured in the display case outside the
school library.

Cameron, a multisport athlete, was
inspired by a Los Angeles Times article
by Lucille Renwick, "Teens' Efforts Give
Soccer Balls the Boot;' about Monroe High

School students in L.A. who became in
censed that all their school's soccer balls
came from Pakistan, a child labor haven.
The Monroe students got the L.A. school
board to agree to a policy to purchase soc
cer balls only from countries that enforce
a prohibition on child labor.
Cameron decided to do a little detective
work of his own, and he discovered that,
at the five Portland schools he checked,
60% of the soccer balls were made in Pak
istan. He wrote a letter to the school dis
trict's athletic director alerting him to his
findings, describing conditions under which

the balls are made, and asking him what

he intended to do about it. Cameron en
closed copies of Sydney Schanberg's "Six
Cents an Hour" article, as well as the one
describing the students' organizing in Los

Angeles. He hinted of further action if
school officials didn't rethink their pur

chasing policies.

Daneeka bristled at the assignment and
felt that, regardless of what the project
sheet said, I was actually forcing them to
take a position. She boycotted the assign
ment and enlisted her mother to come in

during parent conferences to support her
complaint. Her mother talked with me,

read the assignment sheet, and - to her
daughter's chagrin - told her to do the
project. Daneeka and I held further negoti
ations and agreed that she could take her

learning "outside the walls of the class
room" by "visiting" on-line chat rooms
where she could discuss global sweatshop
issues. She could then describe these con
versations in a paper.
After letting the assignment steep a bit

longer, Daneeka found a more personal
connection to the issues. She decided to
write Nike about its use of child labor in
Pakistan as described in the Schanberg ar
ticle. "When I was first confronted with
this assignment," she wrote in her letter,
"it really didn't disturb me. But as I have
thought about it for several weeks, child

labor is a form of slavery. As a young
black person, slavery is a disturbing issue,

and to know that Nike could participate
in slavery is even more disturbing." Later
in her letter, Daneeka acknowledged that
she is a "kid" and wants to stay in fashion.
"Even I will continue to wear your shoes,

but will you gain a conscience?"

Just Go with the Flow
At the end of the global sweatshop
unit, I added a brief curricular parenthe

sis on the role of advertising in U.S. so
ciety. Throughout the unit, I returned
again and again to Cameron Robinson's
"masks" metaphor: "The world is full of
many masks, / the hard part is seeing be

neath them."

Earlier in the year I had received a won

derful video titled The Ad and the Ego.
Among other things, it examines the "mask
ing" role of advertising, the way in which

ads hide the reality of where a product
comes from and the environmental conse
quences of mass consumption. The video's
narrative is dense, but because of its sub
ject matter, humor, and MTV-like format,
my students were able to follow its argu
ment as long as I frequently stopped the
VCR for discussion. At the end of part 1,
I asked students to comment on any of the
quotes from the video and to write other
thoughts that they felt were relevant. One
young woman I'll call Marie wrote in part:

"I am actually tired of analyzing every
thing that goes on around me. I am tired

of looking at things at a deeper level. I
want to just go with the flow and relax."
I'd like to think that Marie's frustration
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grew from intellectual exhaustion, from
my continually exhorting students to "think

deep," to look beneath the surface - in
other words, from my academic rigor. But
from speaking with her outside of class,
my sense is that the truer cause of her weari
ness came from constantly seeing people
around the world as victims - from Haiti
to Pakistan to Nepal to China. By and large,

the materials I was able to locate (and

chose to use) too frequently presented peo
ple as stick figures, mere symbols of a re
lationship of domination and subordina

tion between rich and poor countries. I
couldn't locate resources - letters, diary

entries, short stories, and so on - that
presented people's work lives in the con
text of their families and societies. And I

wasn't able to show adequately how peo
ple in those societies struggle in big and
little ways for better lives. The overall im
pression my students may have been left
with was that the unit was an invitation to
pity and help unfortunate others, rather

Child Labor/Global
Making a Difference

The following is the handout given to students

project.

The project you choose is up to you. The major requirement is that you take
your learning about Nike, the "global sweatshop," child labor, and conditions for
workers in Indonesia, China, Vietnam, Haiti, etc. outside the walls of the class
room and into the real world. Some examples:
* Write a detailed letter of opinion or inquiry to someone connected with these
issues - for example, Philip Knight; Michael Jordan; President Clinton; U.S. la
bor unions; the Disney Company; the governments of China, Vietnam, or Indone
sia; etc. In this letter, you can either make a strong point and back it up with evi
dence from class and your own research, or raise important questions. However, if
you choose to raise questions, you still need to indicate lots of information that you
know about the issue.
* Write an article for the Franklin Post, The Oregonian, or some other journal
or newsletter.
* Prepare testimony for the Portland School Board or some other agency or of

fice.

* Design a presentation for classes at Franklin or one of our feeder schools (Kel
logg, Mt. Tabor, etc.) to teach others about these issues.
* Become involved with a group that is trying to make a difference on these is
sues. Write up your reasons for choosing this group and what you hope to accom

than an invitation to join with diverse
groups and individuals in a global move
ment for social justice - a movement al plish.
ready under way.
Another wish-I'd-done-better that may
also be linked to Marie's comment is the

tendency for a unit such as this to drift to

ward good guys versus bad guys. In my

* Produce a rap, audiotape, video, or visual display on these issues. (You would
also need to accompany this with an essay explaining and defending your point of
view.) Write a skit to perform or a story to share.
* Devise an original idea that my teacher-brain was too dull to come up with.

Other considerations:

own view, Nike is a "bad guy," insofar as
* You may work in a group if required by the nature of your project - for ex
it reaps enormous profits while it pays
ample, presenting to other classes or giving testimony before the school board. But
workers wages that it knows full well can I will need to see evidence that each member of the group has participated.
not provide a decent standard of living.
* You must use at least five different sources in your project. At least two of
The corporation is both shameless and ar
these must be sources you found on your own.
rogant. As one top Nike executive in Viet
* The final draft of your project must demonstrate clear ideas and support, and
nam told Portland's Business Journal, "Sure it needs to be "correct." No spelling, grammatical, or other errors on the final draft.
we're chasing cheap labor, but that's busi
(People outside of schools are always looking for ways to make students look ig
ness and that's the way it's going to be." norant; let's not give them any ammunition.)
Such a comment lends ominous meaning
* Remember to go deep with this. Point out specific conditions that need chang
to the Nike slogan "There is no finish line." ing, but also remember to talk about the deeper causes of these problems.
My students' writing often angrily target
- Bill Bigelow

ed billionaire Nike CEO Philip Knight
and paired corporate luxury with Third eousness in U.S. social discourse that in lots more wealth and power than most peo
World poverty. But corporations are play sists that "we" have it good and "they" ple in this society. Over the year, my glo
ers in an economic "game" with rules to

have it bad. A unit such as this can settle bal studies curriculum attempted to con

maximize profits and rewards and pun too comfortably into that wrongheaded di front these complexities of inequality. But
ishments for how well those rules are chotomy and even reinforce it. Teaching the importance of confronting these com
obeyed. I hoped that students would come
to see the "bad guys" less as the individ
ual players in the game than as the struc
ture, profit imperatives, and ideological
justifications of the game itself. Opening

about injustice and poverty "over there" plexities is a crucial postscript that I want
in Third World countries may implicitly to emphasize as I edit my "race to the bot
establish U.S. society as the standard of jus tom" curriculum for future classes.
tice and affluence. There is poverty and
Enough doubt and self-criticism. By
exploitation of workers here, too. And both and large, my students worked hard, wrote

with the Transnational Capital Auction "we" and "they" are stratified based es with insight and empathy, and took action
was a good start, but the unit didn't con pecially on race, class, and gender. "We" for justice - however small. They were

sistently build on this essential systemic here benefit very unequally from today's poets, artists, essayists, political analysts,
framework.
frantic pace of globalization. Moreover, and teachers. And next time around, we'll
Finally, there is a current of self-right there are elites in the Third World with all do better. K
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